WEBINAR ONE

The Stimulus Plan and
Clean Tech Under Obama
February 26, 2009

We will be starting
momentarily…
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Listen to the audio portion of today’s webinar by dialing:
North America: 866.322.1348
International: 706.679.5933
Audio Conference ID: 86990795
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If you experience technical difficulties, hit *0 on your
telephone keypad and an operator will assist you.
Or you can dial:
For Web Support:
+1.877.812.4520 or
+1.706.645.8758
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For Audio Support:
+1.800.374.2440 or
+1.706.645.6500

Click this icon to
view the slide in full
screen mode.
Hit the ‘Escape’ key
to return to the
normal view.
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Feel free to submit text questions
throughout the webinar
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The Stimulus Plan and
Clean Tech Under Obama
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 allocates approximately $60 billion for clean
tech in the form of both tax incentives and funding
for clean energy and efficiency programs. Listen to
our experts discuss the short and long-term impact
of the Act and other prospective legislation
(including National Renewable Portfolio Standards
and carbon legislation) on various industry sectors,
the flow of capital into clean tech and the
competitive landscape in the U.S. and abroad.
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Please join us at Noon* on….
• March 5th for Current Financing Strategies for
Public Companies
• March 19th for Project-Based Financing
• April 2nd for M&A
To register for any of these webinar, please contact
Brian Dolan at dolanb@pepperlaw.com.

* EST
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Webinar One Participants
Moderator:
David W. Elkin, Managing Director, GreenWorld Capital, LLC

Speakers:
John P. Gimigliano, Washington National Tax Principal, KPMG LLP
Karl K. Richter, Senior Energy Advisor, GreenWorld Capital, LLC
William J. Walsh, Of Counsel, Pepper Hamilton LLP

Others:
Michael J. Howe, Managing Director, GreenWorld Capital, LLC
Brian F. Hughes, Partner, KPMG LLP
Andy Cherry, Managing Director, KPMG LLP
Brian K. Katz, Partner, Pepper Hamilton LLP
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Agenda
• Present
• Future
• Q&A
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Agenda
• Present

•
•
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– Overview
– Historical policy & legislative review
– TARP & clean tech
– U.S. renewable energy profile
– ARRA & clean tech
– Prognosis re. implementation & effectiveness
– Capital Market assessment
Future
Q&A

Overview
• ARRA and TARP are very significant and will
accelerate clean tech and GHG initiatives in the
U.S.
• Obama Administration’s key appointments reflect
commitment to, and knowledge of, clean tech
and climate change
• There is a “patchwork” of Federal, state and local
initiatives
• National RPS may (and certainly should) pass in
‘09 but the cap & trade initiative may take longer
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Federal Clean Tech Incentives:
Historical Perspective
• US renewables policy historically driven through
the tax code (Secs. 40, 45, 48, etc.)
• The production tax credit and investment tax
credit premised upon “tax appetite” of developers
and investors
• This policy of “tax equity” investing is susceptible
to expirations of the underlying tax incentives
and creates uncertainty in the market
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U.S. Tax Incentive Model has Been
Successful…
For example, the first 10,000 MW of US wind capacity took more than 15 years to develop.
The second 10,000 MW took less than two years.*
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… but development lumpy given uncertainty
about sustainability of favorable tax policy

* Chart from American Wind Energy Association
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U.S. Incentives for Clean Tech Project
Development Prior to October 2008
• U.S. market incentives (pre Oct. 2008):
–
–
–
–
–

Gov. funding for primary research
Federal tax incentives (ITC, PPT, etc)
State-based RPS “goals”
Limited municipal incentives (ex: San Francisco)
Off-again / on-again

• Weaker U.S. incentives compared to feed-in tariff
and tax incentives in Germany and Spain
• Majority of generation-focused funding has been
overseas
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Existing State RPS Framework
• 33 states have passed renewable energy
portfolio requirements
– 28 mandatory and 5 voluntary
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TARP Policy Changes
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008:
• Enacted October 3, 2008.
• Provided eight-year extension of the Sec. 48 Energy
Investment Tax Credit (ITC).
• The ITC provides a 30% credit against tax for:
– Solar property
– Fuel cells
– Small wind property

•

The ITC provides a 10% credit against tax for:
– Microturbines
– Combined heat and power projects
– Geothermal energy projects

•
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Allows utilities to claim the ITC.

TARP Policy Changes
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008:
• Shorter extension of the Sec. 45 production tax credit.
• A number of new tax incentives with emphasis on carbon
capture and sequestration (CCS) including:
– Coal gasification tax credit (power) with CCS (Sec 48A),
– Coal gasification tax credit (industrial) with CCS (48B)
– Carbon Dioxide Sequestration Credit (45Q)(EPA link:
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/co2_gs_tech.ht
ml#capture )
– CO2 income as “good” MLP income (7704)

•
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Bill does not address the illiquidity in project level financing.

ARRA Policy Changes
• Enacted February 17, 2009
• Extends renewable energy production tax credit
(PTC) for three years. Includes the following
energy sources:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Wind
Biomass (open and closed-loop)
Geothermal energy
Municipal solid waste
Incremental hydropower
Marine and hydrokinetic energy

• Allows for PTC technologies to elect in to ITC
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ARRA Policy Changes
• Creates a temporary grant program in lieu of
PTC or ITC; grant equal to 30% of qualifying
costs.
• Provisions designed to address the current
problems in tax equity markets.
• Creates new investment tax credit for
manufacturers of clean tech property.
• Total of $2.3 billion in credits to be awarded by
Treasury through application process.
• Several other tax incentives for clean tech
property including tax credit bonds and
homeowner credits.
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Clean Tech & ARRA
•

A total of approx. $65 billion for clean tech in spending and
tax initiatives
– Spending ~ $43 billion for “energy-efficient” new or existing
buildings, smart grid, “green” vehicles, solar, wind, advanced
batteries, biomass, geothermal, carbon capture &
sequestration, etc.
– Tax Initiatives ~$22 billion in the form of various federal, state
and local incentives

•

•
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The Clean Energy Finance Authority (CEFA) is designed to
coordinate, amplify and elevate our nation’s investment in
a clean energy future.
The White House expects to leverage nearly $100 billion in
clean energy projects and double the amount of renewable
energy produced over the next three years

Overview of Clean Tech Capital Markets
• Clean tech investment trends
• Incentive models plus policy stability/visibility
• Will TARP and ARRA renewable incentives work
to expand US markets (and create jobs)?
• New headwinds to investment (besides improved
US federal incentives)
• Capital market response
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$440+ B Invested in Clean Tech
Since ’04 - - Recent Trend Down
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$130+ B in M&A activity ’04 - ’07,
80+% in Europe & US
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ROW Share of New Investment Pool
Has Been Growing
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Wind & Solar Have Captured 2/3rds of All
Investment Capital
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Wind & Solar Have Captured
7/10ths of All Public Capital
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VCs’ Enthusiasm Grew Most in Solar
Clean Tech (4-year CAGR ending YE 2007)
VC Investment Trends by Technology
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Source: Cleantech Group LLC

In ’08, US Captured Less Than 1/3rd of Global
Additions to Wind Capacity and 1/12th of Solar

Source: Global Wind Energy Council
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Source: Deutsche Bank estimates, 2008

Smooth Wind Capacity Build-up in Germany
Compare lumpy US wind build out to smooth growth of German feedin tariff model with high visibility and confidence in future incentives
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Will Expanded US Federal Incentives and
Visibility/Confidence Accelerate US Growth?
•
•
•
•

Precedents from Europe suggest incentives drive project
development (and job) growth
US seems poised to benefit from strengthening clean tech
fundamental underpinnings
Several hundred thousand “green collar” jobs could be
created
Comments from industry leaders and analysts are
optimistic:
– SunPower Corp. CEO Tom Werner (Feb 20): “The stimulus
bill will help the business by the second half of this year.
There are a couple of areas in the stimulus that will get
utilities more involved.”
– Credit Suisse analyst Satya Kumar (Feb 18) raised estimates
on US PV market: “For CY10, we are raising our forecast
from 1000MW to 1925MW.”
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Questions about ARRA Implementation
and Economy, Credit, Financing, etc.
• Questions about implementation in short-term:
– Mechanics of claiming credit?
– Program administration?
– Timeline?

• Other than federal incentives, new headwinds:
– Diminished tax appetite with corporate profit erosion in
global economic depression
– Tight credit (in all markets)
– Conventional equity capital markets are closed
– Lower trends in oil and natural gas prices since July
2008
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Renewable Energy Share Prices vs.
Oil and Natural Gas (Jan 07 – present)

Source: Bloomberg
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Clean Tech Capital Markets View
•
•

No IPOs since GT Solar
(SOLR) in July of 2008.
Stocks are all down, but
still some large market
capitalization:
– Wind over $1b market
cap: Vestas, Gamesa,
Suzlon, and Repower
– Solar over $1b market
cap: REC, FSLR,
SPWRA, QCells,
SPWRA, STP, and
Solarworld
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Capital Markets’ Response to Federal
Actions
TARP

Obama elected

TAR
P

ARRA

ARR
A
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Both the Market & Clean Tech are Still
Looking for a Bottom

NEX, SPX
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Source: Bloomberg

Agenda
• Present

• Future
– Headline
– Insights from Obama’s first 30 days
– GHG trajectory & clean air initiatives
– Climate change legislation sentiment
• Q&A
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HEADLINE …New Sheriff in Town
• EPA is likely to become more aggressive at
enforcing Greenhouse Gas (GHG) source
emission standards per Clean Air Act
• Congress’ movement toward climate change
legislation likely to be more deliberate
• 17 states and 90 local governments have
enacted climate change legislation (with
mandatory GHG reductions)
– Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (New England and
Mid-Western states) establishes a binding cap & trade
system
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Insights From Obama’s First 30 Days
• EPA Leadership –
– "As Congress does its work, we will move ahead to comply with
the Supreme Court’s decision recognizing EPA’s obligation to
address climate change under the Clean Air Act”, Lisa Jackson,
EPA administrator, on her first day.
– EPA agreed to reconsider its memorandum pertaining to CO2
emissions from power and other industrial plants.

• State Involvement –
– EPA ordered by the President to reconsider California’s
application to be allowed to set GHG standards for auto
emissions (California Waiver Request).

• Fleet Mileage Standards –
– President also ordered the National Highway Safety
Transportation Administration (DOT) to establish higher fuel
efficiency standards for motor vehicles for 2011 model year (to
reduce dependence on oil and reduce GHG emissions).
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GHG Trajectory for Previously Proposed
Legislation
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A More Aggressive EPA Going Forward?
• EPA is poised to take “administrative” action to
regulate greenhouse gases (GHG) pursuant to
the Clean Air Act; no legislative action required
• EPA’s emphasis will be on stationary emission
sources (but vehicles will also be addressed by
DOT and others)
• Challenges to fossil fuel burning facilities
(especially coal-fired power plants) should
increase
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Potential Impact on Stationary Sources
with High GHG Emissions
•

•

•

•

EPA regulations will make it harder to permit new fossil
fuel-based power plants and industrial facilities (stationary
sources)
Technology-based limits for GHG emissions from
stationary sources are likely to establish endangerment
thresholds that could affect existing facilities
States and environmental groups will cite endangerment
findings in their actions against stationary sources such as
coal-fired plants
In general, public sentiment seems to be shifting as vocal
opposition grows to coal-fired facilities*
*Governor Sanford of South Carolina is opposing the construction of
a coal-fired power plant in his state even though the power is needed
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GHG Emissions from Vehicles Will Also
be Addressed
• EPA could allow California to issue its own GHG
emission rules for vehicles (opinion)
• At least 13 states have already expressed that
they will adopt whatever GHG standards
California adopts
• The EU has already passed a directive limiting
GHG emissions from vehicles
• The Administration is using all of its authorities,
including the auto company bailout and the
ARRA, to increase fuel efficiency
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What We Know About the
Likely Goals of a Climate Change Bill
• The Obama Administration proposes an 80
percent reduction in GHG emissions by 2050
– The UN Intergovernmental Panel: 50 percent to 85
percent below 2000 GHG emission levels by 2050
needed to stabilize carbon dioxide equivalents
– EU proposed 80 percent by 2050
– Edison Institute supports 80 percent by 2050
– Last year’s Senate cap and trade bill: 70 percent by
2050
– State caps: 50 percent to 80 percent by 2050
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Where are we on the road to
Passage of a Climate Change Bill?
•
•

•
•

•
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The Administration is likely to focus on an energy bill first
The Administration and most Democrats strongly support a
climate change bill. Many Republicans and some
moderate Democrats (particularly from coal producing
states) are concerned about the scope and cost of such a
program when the economy is struggling. (Note: Senator
McCain supported some type of cap and trade bill last
year)
Senator Boxer has issued principles for a cap and trade
scheme
The House has begun hearings (and the ascendancy of
Rep. Waxman to Chairman of the House Committee on
Energy and Commerce is likely to result in a more activist
House bill)
A vote on cap and trade is likely to occur prior to the next
Congressional election

Possible Legislative Outcomes
• Command and control measures (some in place)
– Examples include a federal renewables portfolio
standard, increased CAFE standards, and tax
incentives for renewables.

• Quotas on emissions with tradable emissions
allowances (Option A)
– This “cap and trade” system has been employed in the
European Union and many believe is the most likely
outcome in the United States.

• Excise tax on emissions (Option B)
– Such “carbon taxes” have been used in Scandinavian
countries for decades. Many economists prefer the
simplicity and efficiency of a carbon tax over a cap and
trade system.
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OPTION A:
U.S. Cap and Trade Proposals
•
•
•

•
•
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Senator Boxer’s principles for a bill are similar to last year’s
Senate proposal.
Purports to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 70 percent
by 2050.
Would impose a carbon trading system, that would allow
companies to purchase carbon credits through an auction
process.
Would also provide billions of dollars in subsidies for
conservation and environmentally clean technologies.
Many in Congress want a very stringent bill, some want no
bill. The question is whether the Administration and
Congress can obtain 60 votes in the Senate for a
reasonable compromise.

OPTION B:
Carbon Tax (& the Greening of Sweden)
• Sweden enacted a tax on carbon emissions in 1991.
• The “green tax shift” has resulted in higher taxes on
the energy sector while income taxes have been
reduced.
• Fuels from renewable sources such as ethanol,
methane, biofuels, peat, and waste are exempt. This
tax exemption has led to heavy expansion of the use
of biomass for heating and industry.
• From 1990–2006, Sweden reduced its carbon
emissions by 9 percent.
• Could a green tax shift work here?
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Impact if Cap and Trade Passes
•

EPA estimated based on current information that last
year’s Senate bill would result in Gross Domestic Product
being between:
– 0.9 percent ($238 billion) and 3.8 percent ($983 billion) lower
in 2030 than if no GHG emission reductions are required
– 2.4 percent ($1,012 billion) and 6.9 percent ($2,856 billion)
lower in 2050 than if no GHG emission reductions are
required
– Assuming China and India reduce their emissions by 50
percent and various other assumptions
– Cost estimates are uncertain

•
•
•
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These costs are largely the amount paid for the carbon
abatement / capture technologies - - generation costs are
additional
Economic uncertainty during interim will translate into
greater stock market volatility
Accelerates “grid parity” for renewables

Agenda
• Present
• Future

• Q&A
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Please join us at Noon* on….
• March 5th for Current Financing Strategies for
Public Companies
• March 19th for Project-based Financing
• April 2nd for M&A
To register for any of these webinar, please contact
Brian Dolan at dolanb@pepperlaw.com.

Thank You!
* EST
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